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ABSTRACT 
The deranged dataset is one in which a class is represented 

with very few example, this reduces efficiency of classifier, to 

be a deranged dataset in any case one class should be 

represented with very few examples, no of solutions like data 

case, bagging, cost assessment of model Genetic 

Programming (GP) based some methods   been proposed in 

the papers. Researchers have introduced many methods to 

improve the efficiency of classifier for deranged data. 

 

In this paper, a function is planned to handle data 

disparity problem, by modifying learning algorithm but the 

original dataset remain intact. Based on Darwin’s theory of 

natural selection, GP as a learning algorithm used to evolve 

classifiers by applying various GP operators. Distance 

Parameter is introduced to address data disparity problem. 

Distance parameter classification is achieved so that 

performance of classifier is measured in each class of datasets. 

Fitness value calculated for data disparity problem is taken as 

input along with parameter where values of parameters are 

predefined, to evolve in number of generations those classifier 

having less number of nodes with good fitness values are 

preferred. 

 

This paper represents various problems with their 

solutions introduced by researchers to improve the 

performance of classifier, various advantages and 

disadvantage of different techniques are studied to make 

reasonable comparison between them. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We Method of classification is highly used in data mining 

techniques, such as face detection in video images word 

recognition, and different biometrics and for certain medical 

conditions diagnosis system it is highly used [1]. Automatic 

classification systems are desired to classify the data in dataset 

of problems. 

 

Work of Classifiers is to classify data of the datasets 

according to class labels. Good performance of classifier will 

be achieved if datasets are balanced. Dataset is deranged if it 

has in any case one class that do not contains sufficient no of 

example [3]. In deranged datasets class ratio is considerable 

enough that classifier became partial with few classes). 

Uneven distribution of class examples can leave learning 

algorithms with recital bias condition,[4], [5].success rate 

depends on important training criteria, it may depends on 

alternate and mainstream classes, for those problems who 

have minimum examples is alternate class, alternate class is 

equally important. 

 

 

 
Genetic Programming (GP) [1] is an algorithm 

procedure stimulated from biological method to locate 

computer programs that perform a user-defined task. In GP, 

with the help of computer program a solution can be 

represented. GP has been used successfully in various 

applications such as data mining, artificial intelligence, crypt- 

analysis, computer automated design electronic circuit design 

etc. One of the popular areas where GP finds its application is 

in classifier design. Classifiers designed using GP classify 

datasets according to class labels. Good performance of 

classifier will be achieved if datasets are balanced. In 

deranged datasets class ratio is significant enough that 

classifier became partial with some classes. Important training 

criteria like total   success or error rate can be influenced by 

the maximum number of examples of the mainstream class. 

 

2. DATA DISPARITY 
A disparity dataset[2] contains in any case one class that is 

represented with a handful examples and other classes 

contains rest of the data, these classes are called alternate and 

mainstream classes, this may lead to performance bias 

because mainstream of the data influence the decision of 

classifier. Performance bias means accuracy is low for 

alternate class and performance is high for mainstream class. 

Many solutions have been provided by M.Zhang[3], 

M.Johnston[4], E.Smith[5] to handle data disparity problem in 

this paper further improvement is achieved. 

 

3. RELATED WORK 
Researchers have proposed two common approach to solve 

the data disparity using GP. First is to improve training criteria 

which is more sensitive to the data, so it can provide more 

appropriate result for class distribution. Overall accuracy 

improves and further help to improve efficiency, second 

approach is to assigning misclassification cost to incorrect class 

prediction. Cost adjustment generally leads to creating a new 

fitness function that reward on its accuracy for alternate and 

mainstream class and penalizing those classes with poor fitness 

[8][9]. 

A way to control data disparity problem suggested by 

M. Zhang et al. [3] by using Area under Curve preparation 

criteria in GP. Area under Curve is a metric useful to assess 

classifier recital, generating the Area under Curve requires 

multiple performance points (thresholds) which are 

computationally costly to produce. Proposed Formula used to 

signify performance point is given in (1): 

N N 
∑ min ∑ maj

I(xi,yj) 

i=0 j=0 
 

 

N min*Nmaj 

 
Where, 

Nmin is number of examples in alternative class; 

Nmaj is number of examples in mainstream class. 

Area under Curve conducts a series of pair wise 

comparisons on an example-by-example basis between 

alternative class x and mainstream class y examples collecting 
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“rewards” (1 point) for those cases in which indicator function 

I(x, y) enforces constraints. 

M. Zhang et al. [4] discussed a fitness function in GP 

as given in (2) to evaluate the performance of population of 

classifier based on the alternate and mainstream classes 

presented in dataset. 

∑ ∑ I(Pi, Pj) 
i∈Min j∈Maj 

 

Min * Maj 

Where, comparison done between the alternate and 

main stream classes output with the series of genetic program 

output.. It measures the ordering of alternate to mainstream 

class outputs. It calculates fitness where P i and P j represent 

genetic program outputs when evaluated on an example from 

the alternate and mainstream classes, respectively. 

M. Johnston et al. [3] presented new training criteria 

to estimate personage class performance with complete 

performance. Fitness function to measure performance of 

classifier is given in (3): 

respectively. The proposed technique is to improve the 

complete performance of genetic program we have to 

consider both the classes instead of considering single. N, 

Nmin, Nmaj represents the training examples in dataset, 

alternate class, mainstream classes respectively. 

M. Zhang et al. [5] evolve varied ensembles using 

Genetic Programming for classification with deranged data.. 

If a solution gets dominated by other classes then they get 

affected by the result otherwise the solution result will get the 

importance 

It is identified in the work done that multiclass data 

disparity problem is not addressed effectively by researchers 

using GP. Generally one against all approach is used in 

multiclass classification problems. One against all approach 

does not provide class separation between classifiers. 

 

4. PROPOSED APPROCH 
To improve the efficiency (performance) of classifier 

Genetic Problem is designed , existing method is evolved 

further in which, distance parameter and weightage for 

distance class is calculated to enhance the efficiency and 

performance. Cost adjustment is implemented, adopted 

adjustment improves performance. 

 

 

Fig 1 Composition architecture of planned 

architecture 

 
 

In Fig. 1, Using dynamic boundary selection method class 

boundary are defined, after selection of boundary, alternate 

and mainstream classes are defined , that is called class 

distribution, using genetic programming population of 

classifier are evolved using reproduction, crossover and 

mutation then fitness function is used to assess fitness of 

classifier designed using genetic programming. 

 

   hits min  

N min 

   hitsmaj  

+   
Nmaj 

  hits  
+ 

N
 

Where, hitsmin and hitsmaj represent the number of 

correctly classify examples in alternate and mainstream class 
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Class Boundary Identification: Dynamic boundary selection 

method also known as dynamic range selection is used to 

identify the boundaries of classes in datasets. Class boundaries 

are determined during evolution phase in Genetic Problem. 

 

Initialization of Population: To generate the initial population 

of programs ramped half each approach [1] is used. In this 

approach half of the population is generated using grow 

method and half of the population is generated using full 

method. 

 
Fig2 Process flow 

 

Fig 2 shows a complete process of GP of the proposed project, 

first initialization of population is done based on these feature 

random population generated using rammed half and half 

method. Fitness function will then calculate the fitness of 

classifier and for the next generation of population, 

reproduction, crossover mutation is done. This process is 

repeated till the maximum fitness is achieved. 

 
5. PROPOSED FITNESS FUNCTION 

 

 
This code is written in MATLAB, it is the proposed fitness 

function. It multiplies the no of individual truly identified by 

classifier for the alternate class to the value of the distance 

from the class boundary. 

 

6. DATASET USED 

 
Single-proton emission computed tomography (SPECT): It 

contains 267 records derived from SPECT pictures. There are 

unit fifty five abnormal records identified and 212 traditional 

records identified with ratio of 21 and 79 respectively, an 

disparity ratio of approximately 1:4. Each SPECT Image is 

processed to produce 44 recorded features. They are further 

processed and now contain only 22 features. 

 

Balance scale: It contains 625 records for psychological 

experiments. Classified into 3 classes. The balance scale 

tipped to the left , right or balanced. Disparity ratio of dataset 

is approximately 1:12. There are 4 attributes regarding to the 

right and left weights and the left and right distances [12]. 
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7. RESULT 

 

 
The process is performed for existing fitness function and 

proposed fitness function on two datasets improvement is 

shown. Proposed fitness function perform better than the 

existing fitness function, this is achieved because we have 

separated the classes alternate and mainstream and higher 

weight given to those individual who are far from boundary 

line this is called incremental reward point. Elimination of all 

disadvantages of previous methods in alternate class is the 

cause of better performance of this proposed system. 

 

 

8. CONCLUSION 

 
This paper presents a fitness function to handle data disparity 

problem in classification In Genetic Programming, code blot 

problem in GP may exist, it is the natural phenomena of GP to 

increase tree size , Benchmark dataset SPECT and Balance 

Scale are used, to test the performance. Performance improved 

by 4.0% and 1.2 % respectively for SPECT and Balance Scale 

as compared to existing approach. In future GP operations will 

be analyzed to reduce the code blot and enhance the overall 

GP performance that will help to improve the efficiency in 

classification. 
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